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To: Cambridgeshire Joint Audit Committee 
From: ACC Nav Malik, Head of Change Portfolio Office 
Date: 16th July 2018 
Subject: BCH Governance Arrangements 

 

1. Purpose and scope 
This report provides an overview of governance arrangements for BCH departments, prepared at the 
request of Cambridgeshire’s Joint Audit Committee. It builds on the terms of reference agreed for the 
BCH Portfolio Delivery Boards in September 2017 (see Appendix 6.1). Within its scope are: 

 Established BCH departments;  

 Current BCH change programmes and projects. 
Out of scope of this report are: 

 ERSOU’s governance arrangements (whilst Bedfordshire is lead force, ERSOU is not a BCH 
function and so does not fall under BCH governance structures); 

 Governance of future BCH change programmes and projects, which is subject to a separate 
proposal currently being finalised; 

 The role of JCOB and SAS, which is already documented in detail within the Section 22 
Agreements and is not repeated here. 
 
 

2. Governance structure  
The diagram overleaf shows the current BCH governance structure. Information flows from 
departmental (e.g. SLT) and programme/project meetings to Delivery Boards for each portfolio, and 
through the DCC’s meeting to JCOB and SAS. The outcomes of the BCH Financial Planning Meeting also 
flow into the Delivery Boards. 
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3. Reporting mechanisms 
 

3.1 Delivery planning 

 Each BCH portfolio prepares a Business Plan every three years (with annual review). Beneath 
the Business Plan each BCH department produces a Delivery Plan, setting out the objectives 
each department needs to achieve during the period and the key activities required.  

 Delivery Plans are signed off in the first instance by their respective Delivery Board, with 
oversight from JCOB and SAS. Business Plans are signed off by JCOB and SAS.  

 Progress against Delivery Plans is tracked via quarterly updates to the Delivery Boards and via 
linkages between the objectives and KPIs/benefits included in the Balanced Scorecard (see 3.2 
below); exceptional issues in respect of progress against a Delivery Plan may be escalated 
through the governance structure as necessary.   

 Progress against Business Plans is tracked via quarterly updates to JCOB; exceptional issues in 
respect of progress may be escalated to SAS as necessary. 

 The Business and Delivery Plans draw on Police & Crime Plans to ensure alignment with force 
strategic objectives, as well as taking into account PESTEL factors. They help to inform the 
Force Management Statements and also take into account findings from each FMS. 

 

3.2 Performance reporting 

 Performance for BCH departments is reported via a Balanced Scorecard for each department. 
This is completed on a quarterly basis by each department. 

 Within the scorecard, performance is reported in three areas: 
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o Customer – includes reporting of performance against agreed service levels, and other 
outcome-related measures 

o Process – includes reporting of demand and compliance-related measures 
o People – includes reporting of workforce-related measures. 

 Alongside the metrics included, the department provides commentary on key issues in each 
area. Each department also includes commentary on risks, and the results of any audits or 
inspections carried out.  

 Financial performance is scrutinised via a separate Financial Scorecard (see 3.3 below). 

 Scorecards are scrutinised via the relevant Delivery Board in the first instance, with a summary 
and any exceptional issues provided to JCOB and SAS. 

 All documentation is held on SharePoint and an audit trail of previous performance data and 
commentary is accessible within each scorecard. 

 

3.3 Financial reporting 

 Financial management and reporting for collaborated departments is governed by the 
Combined Financial Regulations (see Appendix 6.2). 

 The BCH Head of Management Accounts and Projects role is responsible for delivery of 
financial support to Change projects alongside the core financial processes of budget 
monitoring and budget construction for collaborated units. 

 The accountability for effective and efficient management of collaborated units’ budgets is 
with the budget manager, who in turn may delegate responsibility to managers within their 
team.  

 Ordering goods and services, and associated authorisation is the responsibility of the budget 
manager, within set delegated limits.    

 Financial performance (effective and efficient management of budget) is reported via a 
Financial Scorecard for each BCH department, and is reported quarterly to the relevant 
Delivery Board. 

 The BCH Head of Management Accounts and Projects, as a part of their financial planning role 
is responsible for identifying and tracking cashable savings from collaborated units, and is 
responsible for reporting medium term financial implications (revenue and capital) of BCH 
programmes/projects. 

 

3.4 Highlight reporting 

 Ongoing BCH programmes continue to provide highlight reports to the relevant Delivery 
Board, providing an overview of progress against the programme plan, targeted deliverables 
for the coming quarter and risks/issues. 

 

3.5 Benefits reporting 

 Where benefits relate directly to a BCH department, non-cashable benefits tracking will be 
included within the Balanced Scorecard for that department alongside performance data until 
such time as the benefits are signed off as achieved. Cashable savings are incorporated in the 
Financial Scorecards. 

 For BCH programmes and projects where benefits are not directly attributable to a BCH 
department (for instance, Athena) all benefits identified are captured within the programme 
workbook and benefit tracker, held on SharePoint. Benefit reviews are scheduled to assess 
progress towards realisation. 

 For all BCH programmes and projects, initial benefits identification will be reported through 
the relevant Programme or Project Board with support and assurance provided by the Change 
Portfolio Office. Benefits realisation will be reviewed at Programme/Project Closure and again 
at Post Implementation Review, which will document any further benefits reviews required. 
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3.6 Risk reporting 

 Each BCH department holds a risk register which is managed by that department in 
conjunction with their lead force. Risks for Operational Support and JPS are held on the 
OrchidSoft system, with each risk individually recorded. Risks for Organisational Support are 
contained within the Excel-based risk register for each department, which is uploaded onto 
4Risk. 

 Each ongoing BCH change programme holds an Excel-based risk register as part of the 
programme workbook on SharePoint.   

 Risks above tolerance (medium-high or above) or lower risks requiring specific attention from 
the board, are included in the relevant Scorecard or Highlight Report and scrutinised by the 
corresponding Delivery Board. These are then reported by exception in the summaries 
provided to JCOB and SAS.  

 Strategic risks to the BCH Change Portfolio are managed by the Change Portfolio Office and 
are held on OrchidSoft. Risks above tolerance will be reported to the respective Delivery Board 
if specific to one area of business, or for overarching risks to the DCC’s Meeting. 

 

3.7 Audit examination 

 Where an internal audit is commissioned in relation to a BCH department, primary 
examination should take place by the department’s senior leadership team, with secondary 
examination by the relevant Delivery Board. Key recommendations should also be included 
within the relevant section of the Balanced Scorecard. 

 Where an internal audit is commissioned in relation to an entire portfolio, primary 
examination will be by the Delivery Board for that portfolio, and secondary examination by 
JCOB. 

 Where an internal audit is commissioned in relation to a change programme, primary 
examination will be by the Programme Board, with secondary examination by the relevant 
Delivery Board. Key recommendations should also be included in the Programme Highlight 
Report. 

 
 

4. Roles and responsibilities 
 Each portfolio is headed by the DCC for its respective lead force (Beds – JPS; Cambs – 

Organisational Support; Herts – Operational Support). The DCC is accountable for the 
effectiveness of the governance for their portfolio. The DCC holds all departments and 
programmes/projects within their portfolio to account for their management of performance, 
finances, benefits and risks. 

 Each head of department (or SRO in the case of programmes/projects) is responsible for the 
provision of adequate reporting in all areas listed under section 3. 

 The Change Portfolio Office supports each DCC in providing assurance in relation to BCH 
change programmes and projects. It also provides secretariat support to JCOB and SAS. 

 Delivery Board membership is shown in the below table: 
 

Decision-makers Lead force DCC (Chair) 
Lead force CFO 
DCC/ACC representatives from partner forces 

Accountable parties Heads of Departments 
SROs of Programmes 

Support Change Portfolio Office 
BCH Management Accounts 
Lead force Corporate Communications 
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Lead force Performance 
Human Resources 
ICT 
Secretariat 

Open invitations are extended to all OPCCs and the CFOs of the partner forces 
Other roles may be invited as required 

 

5. Reporting cycle 
The table below briefly summarises the calendar of reporting activity during the financial year.  
 

April BCH Delivery Boards 
BCH Business and Delivery Plans refreshed 

May Organisational and Operational Support updates to JCOB 
BCH Financial Planning 

June JPS update to JCOB 

July BCH Delivery Boards 
BCH Financial Planning 

August Organisational and Operational Support updates to JCOB  

September JPS update to JCOB 
BCH Financial Planning 

October BCH Delivery Boards 
November Organisational and Operational Support updates to JCOB 

BCH Financial Planning 
December JPS update to JCOB 

January BCH Delivery Boards 
BCH Financial Planning 

February Organisational and Operational Support updates to JCOB 

March JPS update to JCOB 
BCH Financial Planning 
Annual Force Management Statements published (2019 onwards) 

 
 

6. Appendices 

 

6.1 Delivery Board Terms of Reference 

 

Item 17 - BCH 

Governance 040917.docx
 

6.2 Combined Financial Regulations 

 

Combined-Financial-

Regulations-May-2017-FINAL-version.pdf
 


